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Kandinsky’s production of Limehouse Nights, performed in 2010, presented a 
story about the interwar British society seen through the eyes of Thomas Burke, 
a police detective named after Thomas Burke who wrote extensively about 
London’s Limehouse Chinatown. By examining the trends and events in the years 
around 1918, which were extensively referred to in Limehouse Nights, this article 
discusses the Chinese images emerging from both Kandinsky’s production and 
the plays from the early 20th century. The analysis underlines the lasting 
influence of earlier China-related popular entertainment on later developments 
in theatre as well as on the British public perception of Chinese culture at home 
and abroad. Limehouse Nights thus provides a contemporary refraction of the 
converging elements in the early 20th century that at the same time raises 
questions about factuality, representation and cross-cultural understanding. Lia 
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t is now debatable whether London’s notorious “Old Chinatown” in 
Limehouse could actually have existed.2 As historian John Seed rightly 

points out, “[a] series of best-selling novels and short stories, several English and 
American movies, American comic books, radio programmes, a classic jazz 
number and two very different hit records brought into international currency  

I 
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images of a Chinese underworld set in a dark, foggy, dockside district of East 
London called Limehouse.”3 If we follow Seed, those dangerous back alleys filled 
with sinister Chinese men gambling or opium-smoking, as visualised in films 
such as Piccadilly (1929, dir. E. A. Dupont) or The Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu 
(1923, dir. A. E. Coleby), may be no more than the imaginative creations of 
journalists, novelists, and filmmakers who needed an exotic space to embody 
their fascinations. Amongst writers such as Agatha Christie, Arthur Conan Doyle, 
Edgar Wallace, Sax Rohmer and Oscar Wilde who collectively created and 
immortalised this mystical, fictional Chinatown, is Thomas Burke, best known for 
his stories set in the poverty-stricken East London docklands, as represented in 
Nights in Town: A London Autobiography (1915) and Limehouse Nights (1916).4 
Burke’s Chinatown might not be Fu Manchu’s headquarters, yet the underworld 
network constructed by the Chinese immigrants and working-class English men 
depicted in his writings, both fictional and non-fictional, is in some ways more 
realistic than that of the evil genius.5 Over the years, Burke’s readers have been 
led to believe that Burke grew up in East London, and that his insider knowledge 
of London’s Chinese community was indeed a result of his friendship with “real” 
Chinese workers. Burke thus established himself as an authentic author with 
first-hand experience of exploring London’s old Chinatown. 

While the image Burke fabricated for himself—as a bona fide storyteller 
from the East End—has been challenged by scholars such as Anne Witchard,6 the 
nefarious “Limehouse Chinatown” Burke had helped to construct still remains a 
popular one. It thus seems fitting that playwright and director James Yeatman 
chose to assign the writer’s name to a fictional character in London-based 
theatre company Kandinsky’s entertaining production Limehouse Nights (2010),7 
a new work that offered a contemporary perspective on this part of London 
Docklands set immediately after the end of World War One. Thomas Burke, in 
the play, is a police inspector who, not unlike the writer in real life, is fascinated 
by the presence of Chinese people in the docklands. Inspector Burke’s 
investigation of the Chinese community, in both an official and private capacity, 
parallels the writer Burke’s obsessive pursuit. Furthermore, like the real Burke 
who “often seemed unable—or unwilling—to distinguish between the 
Chinatown he ‘imagined’ in the stories […] and the one he ‘observed,’”8 in the 
Kandinsky production the audience witnessed Inspector Burke’s own confusion 
between fantasy and reality. Kandinsky also managed to premiere the 
production within the restored Limehouse Town Hall, the Grade II listed building 
erected in 1879 on Commercial Road,9 which not only brought their 21st-
century production to the geographical centre of the myth but also created an 
extra layer of authenticity that cleverly weaved fact with fiction. 

Connections between Kandinsky’s contemporary production and the 
historical Limehouse are more than the parallels in nomenclature. Limehouse 
Nights not only offers a contemporary and intercultural view of the old 
Chinatown, the overlap between the real writer and the fictional character also 
becomes a means by which to investigate the public imagination. Set in 1918, the 
play shares with the contemporary audience a taste for Far Eastern culture. 
Limehouse Nights thus provides a window for a contemporary audience to look  
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back on the relatively overlooked musical comedies and Oriental plays from 
earlier times. By discussing cultural elements analogous to those taking place in 
the year of 1918, which are extensively referred to in the story, this article looks 
at the Kandinsky theatrical refraction of Limehouse Chinatown through an 
examination of Yeatman’s sketch of Inspector Burke, in order to question why 
and when certain cultural practices and features emerged as references for the 
putative “Chineseness.” While the article does not discuss the production 
theoretically due to space limitations, it is inspired by Deleuze and Guattari’s 
concept of assemblage, which I will briefly refer to in a later section.  

Chinese influence on London stages in 1918 

The production of Limehouse Nights deliberately weaves fictional 
elements with historical events and creatively problematises the way in which a 
myth emerges from the combination of varied elements. Kandinsky’s awareness 
of Limehouse’s mythical reputation is specified in the show’s programme, where 
the team comments on Thomas Burke’s “far-reaching” short stories as being 
“entirely removed from the reality it claims to represent,” and joining forces with 
other works to stigmatise the Chinese presence in the area. Director James 
Yeatman further acknowledges such fabrication, as he explains in the director’s 
notes: 

Growing up in Mile End, I had always been aware of the existence of the 
Limehouse Chinatown as an almost mythical place shrouded in a 
mysterious cloud of opium dens and criminals, informed I think by the 
Sherlock Holmes story The Man With The Twisted Lip […] I rediscovered 
Limehouse and the story of Billie Carleton, the actress found tragically 
dead the morning after a marvellous ball to celebrate the end of the First 
World War. Reading about the cruel fate of Lau Ping You and his Scottish 
wife, Ada, as they were hounded by the press for selling [Carleton] opium 
and cocaine, I thought that here was a story that captured everything I’d 
been thinking about for the last couple of years – a story of lonely city 
dwellers, fantasists who drink, take drugs and go to the theatre to escape 
from the numbing alienation of their lives, and the terrible consequences 
such fantasies can have when they are projected to real, unfortunate 
people.10  

In Limehouse Nights, Yeatman utilises such fabrication as a device to re-tell a 
murder enquiry, one not dissimilar to the Carleton case. Yet this time, the 
process leading towards these events is as important as the events themselves. 
Accompanying Inspector Burke’s onstage journey, the audience are not only 
invited to visit Limehouse Chinatown, but are also asked to consider the dubious 
but not inconsequential relationship between reality and representation.  
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             Figure 1. The flyer for Limehouse Nights, front. Courtesy of Kandinsky Theatre Company. 
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           Figure 2. The flyer for Limehouse Nights, reverse. Courtesy of Kandinsky Theatre Company. 
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Staged in a venue not originally designated for theatre performances, the 
design for the production was creatively simple. The performing area, located at 
the centre of the main assembly room in Limehouse Town Hall, divided the 
auditorium into two opposite areas by means of a red carpet. A temporary bar 
was positioned at one end of the stage, with a multi-purposed space suggesting 
an interior at the other end. The production opened with the cast as a crowd 
gathered along the strip of the performing area. It is soon revealed that the scene 
is a guided tour of East London, along the Commercial Road and Limehouse 
Causeway, in which Inspector Burke is taking part. The tour guide addresses his 
group as a “discerning bunch” who do not mind making the extra effort in order 
to have the off-the-beaten-track experience of visiting the “spoil of Empire,” and 
introduces them to the chief attraction, the heart of Chinatown.11 It would be 
hard to miss the analogous connection between the crowd onstage and the 
seated audience which has also made the extra effort to see the performance in 
the heart of Limehouse, at an off-the-map, non-theatrical venue. The guide goes 
on to address both groups: 

On this little street are washed up the yellow men from far Canton and 
Peking. In their blood flows the waters of the mighty Yangtze. In the air 
we can smell the distant perfume of the Orient. The speech here is not 
English but the lilting, musical cant of the Chink.12  

Just as he is about to continue, a Chinese-looking man dashes onto the stage from 
nowhere, with another shouting and chasing after him. The tour guide comments 
upon this altercation and wonders if “something more sinister even than that” is 
taking place in this area of exotic food, opium pipes, and shrill voices.13 
 

Following Inspector Burke’s journey onstage, the scene then switches to a 
West End theatre where the fictional character, an actor called Ginny Cazenove 
(short for Virginia Cazenove), is singing “Pletty Little Chinee” in the title role of 
the musical comedy San Toy: 

 
Pletty little Chinee 
Pletty little Chinee 
Welly nice and tiny 
Livee on a mantel shelf 
Hi ya yu! 
 
Nicee Chinee chappie 
Plenty much unhappy 
Wantch girlee all himself 
Hi ya yu! 
 
Welly big mantel 
piecee clockee 
talkee so fashion 
tickee tockee 
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When littiee Chinee 
Makee fun 
Clock strike one! 
 
One piecee figure 
Want to be bigger  
Do what he likee 
That’s his plan 
Likee man, 
Then he can 
Stopee clockee, 
When he stlikee. 
 
One littee maidee, 
Poor littee maidee, 
Want to be a lady, 
Flirtee to!  
 
Poor littee pairee, 
Both China waree 
Tching-a-ring-a-tching-tchang-tchu! 14 
 

After seeing the show, Burke walks home through the streets of London in the 
rain. There, he puts some Chinese paraphernalia, possibly obtained after seeing 
the show, into a cabinet that is already full of other Chinese memorabilia. The 
performance of Cazenove as San Toy and the song “Pletty Little Chinee” becomes 
an element of Burke’s Chinese world that expresses his stereotypical idea of the 
Celestial Kingdom before his encounter with real Chinese people. As if dictated 
by fate, Burke then finds himself at the house of a Charles Frobisher, 
investigating the scandalous death of Ginny Cazenove, who has died of an 
overdose of cocaine after returning from a party celebrating the end of World 
War One with Frobisher. Frobisher’s account directs Inspector Burke to the 
doorstep of Lee Chee Kong,15 a Chinese man, and his Irish wife, Mita Lee, in 
Limehouse. The plot then tells a story very similar to that of the Carleton case, 
which will be discussed later.  
 

To this point, Yeatman had gathered most of the ingredients commonly 
associated with the Limehouse Chinatown to narrate a new story featuring 
Inspector Burke in a play related to the interwar period. Such parallels between 
real events and fictions are an important theme in Kandinsky’s refraction of the 
early-20th century British theatre.  
 

While both the death of Billie Carleton and the production of San Toy are 
real events, Kandinsky rearranged these historical clues into something fictional, 
making Limehouse Nights a play to which a contemporary audience could relate. 
The original production of San Toy, or the Emperor’s Own, was billed as “A 
Chinese Musical Comedy” and first performed at Daly’s Theatre in London on 21 
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October, 1899. The production ran successfully for 768 performances. The story 
revolves around a romance between the female lead San Toy, the daughter of a 
senior Manchu official, and her several suitors (both Chinese and British, 
including the Emperor).16 A measure of San Toy’s subsequent popularity is 
demonstrated by its production souvenirs, such as an “engagement book” for the 
year of 1901, featuring fourteen sketches of characters in the format of a 
monthly planner. However, San Toy was not commercially staged again after its 
initial run in the United Kingdom other than at a brief revival with “a much more 
lavish scale than any other musical plays recently revived at Daly’s” in 1932.17 In 
other words, while San Toy remained well known in 1918, it was not performed 
professionally that year. Billie Carleton (4 September, 1896 − 28 November, 
1918),18 moreover, had never played in San Toy. Her last leading role before her 
sudden death was Phyllis Harcourt in The Freedom of the Seas (1918) at the 
Haymarket Theatre, a romance combining seafaring and the secret service that 
featured on the cover of The Play Pictorial,19 but in actual fact had no Chinese 
content.  
 

Portrayals of the Chinese on the London stage in 1918 were, however, 
less influenced by San Toy or the sudden death of Billie Carleton; rather, they 
were mainly created by two newly-opened productions: The Chinese Puzzle at 
the New Theatre and Shanghai at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, as well as the 
popular Chu Chin Chow at His Majesty’s, all of which were running concurrently 
when the death of Miss Billie Carleton was announced. Billed as a “Musical Tale 
of the East” on its programme and sometimes referred to as an “Eastern 
Revue,”20 Chu Chin Chow began its 2238 performance run on 31 August, 1916.21 
In essence, Chu Chin Chow was a variation of Ali Baba and Forty Thieves, and 
became immensely popular as a result of its spectacular staging and ever-
changing costumes. Premiering on 11 July, 1918, The Chinese Puzzle was billed as 
“a play in four acts by Marian Bower and Leon M. Lion”22 and ran for 415 
performances. The production was also the feature of The Play Pictorial,23 in an 
issue just immediately before The Freedom of the Seas. The cover of the issue 
shows Leon M. Lion, wearing a ponytail, portraying Chi-Lung, a mandarin of the 
Manchu Qing Dynasty. Later the same year, on 28 August, London audiences also 
saw the premiere of Shanghai at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, “a spectacular 
operetta” by Isidore Witmark, William Carey Duncan and Lauri Wylie. With a 
mere 131 performances,24 Shanghai was perhaps the least popular of the three 
productions and was not featured in The Play Pictorial, and yet, it formed the 
cover for The Sketch25 and The Tatler26 in one of their September issues, showing 
that the production had its audience.  
 

While the three productions running in 1918 might look “Chinese” to 
their audiences, the references made in each of them differed. Theatre historians 
now tend to consider Chu Chin Chow as not dissimilar to a Victorian pantomime. 
Brian Singleton describes the play as “a hybrid type of performance that 
borrowed from musical comedy its format, but also from pantomime its 
characters, stock devices, parades, pageants, and transformation scenes.”27 In the 
story, Chu Chin Chow is believed to be the richest merchant from China, but is in 
fact not Chinese but the Arab Robber Chieftain in disguise. In the case of 
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Shanghai, the production was described as a piece of “pretty shreds and gay 
patches” at best; “never was that setting very Chinese.”28 Some scholars consider 
Shanghai as “Drury Lane’s over-ambitious response to Chu Chin Chow,”29 
reflecting on the obvious visual influence. The Lord Chamberlain’s 
correspondence seems to confirm Drury Lane’s ambition, and also provides the 
best summary to the play:  

 
This play deals with Shanghai much as Chu-Chin-Chow does with Bagdad. 
It has an extravagant story which counts for little as compared with the 
glowing local colours of the setting, and the pigeon-English of the comic 
dialogue. The main motive is supplied in the tricks played by Won-Hu the 
philosophic father of Sen-Sen, upon Kim-Foo her wealthy lover, in order 
to teach him that he cannot be truly happy until he has known misery. So 
by the aid of the chief humourist – a Chinaman who through his London 
birth is half-cockney – Wong Hu persuades Lim Foo that he is ruined, 
makes him pray for death, and takes him on board his junk to the Temple 
of the Green Jade God for execution. Other elements of the modern fairy-
tale are the efforts of a couple of American “crooks” to steal the valuable 
Jade God, and the attempts of an American lady-journalist to make capital 
of it for her newspaper columns. The action is largely pantomimic, and it 
includes eccentric doings of the part of a Chinese policeman, a junk-
captain and a waiting maid who is in love with the Chinese cockney. The 
oriental fun is effective if elaborated at too great length. The opportunities 
however for the display of chorus and scenery are numerous and varied: 
and if they are well handled they should afford an effective spectacular 
production.30  

 

Thus the “Chinese” associations in both Chu Chin Chow and Shanghai, as 
demonstrated by the correspondence, formed part of the “oriental fun” that 
simply contributed to a good night out for theatregoers. 

Yet, it would be precipitate to conclude that these Chinese influences 
were all coming from light entertainment: The Chinese Puzzle, for example, was 
considered “a serious play.”31 Correspondence in the Lord Chamberlain’s office 
situates it in the well-made play tradition by pointing out that it was “an old-
fashioned diplomatic play, on the Sardou model, plus a rather elaborate study of 
a Chinese character and sub-plots.”32 The Lord Chamberlain’s office further 
suggests that the character Chi Lung might be inspired by the late Li Hung Chang 
(1823−1901), who was a diplomat for the Qing Dynasty and was knighted by 
Queen Victoria in 1896.33 In other words, the character Chi Lung provides a 
sharp contrast to the comical figures in other plays. Yet, “the diplomatic, secret 
treaty, business is absurd”34 even though the production was received with 
“enthusiastic applauses.”35 The formula for its success might have to do with its 
pairing of cast and characters, with Leon M. Lion as Marquis Chi Lung and Lilian 
Braithwaite as Lady de la Haye, the wife of the Marquis’s best friend, which is 
similar to the casting of Mr. Wu some years earlier,36 with Matheson Lang 
enacting the title role and Lilian Braithwaite the wife of Amos Gregory, another 
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British national. Perhaps it would be safe to assume that the reference point for 
B. W. Findon, when he describes The Chinese Puzzle as the “same old story” and a 
“reinforced play,”37 is Mr. Wu, which opened at the Strand on 27 November, 1913  
 
and had a successful run of 404 performances.38 Mr. Wu was billed as “Anglo-
Chinese” and “a faithful presentation of some incidents such as demand the most 
serious consideration on the part of all concerned or interested in the future 
development of China.”39 Mr. Wu was revived in 1916 at the Strand, with Lang 
and Braithwaite repeating their roles. Although this time it ran for a significantly 
shorter run of forty-nine performances, it did seem that there was public 
demand for something more than “Oriental fun” during World War One and the 
years that immediately followed.40 

Whether it is the “Oriental fun” associated with the likes of Chu Chin Chow, 
Shanghai, and San Toy, or a more serious offering in plays such as The Chinese 
Puzzle and Mr Wu, the “Chinese” images emerging from these productions, as 
well as other popular “Chinese” productions before 1918, such as A Chinese 
Honeymoon (1901) and See-See (1906),41 need to be seen in the context of the 
legacy of the late-Victorian and Edwardian theatre. It is known that the demand 
for spectacle, which dominated much of the theatrical practice at the time, had 
often resulted in the exoticised portrayal of non-Western settings. Perhaps this 
has led to the general conclusion that such productions are not serious enough 
for academic consideration—“too frivolous”42 or “light”43—and thus remain 
comparatively under-researched. Indeed, their production strategies of 
presenting “[r]omance, sentiment, excitement, good dialogue, witty epigrams, 
dash and adventure, high-flown speeches and gallantry” quite often make 
modern critics look askance at the exoticism and escapism involved.44 However, 
as Edward Ziter argues, the legacy of Victorian theatre and its numerous 
representations of non-Western cultures have become part of the Orientalist 
discourse.45 Yet, while it is important to acknowledge the simplified and often 
erroneous imaginations associated with non-Western cultures,46 it should be 
noted the lasting legacy of Victorian theatre as successful entertainment has 
influenced later theatrical productions, even as the genre itself became less 
popular in the mid-20th century. Here I share J. P. Wearing’s sentiment that 
these productions might deserve to be considered as more than mere 
entertainments:  

 
Popular taste embraced musical comedies and plays, comedies, farces, 
revues, and melodrama, if longevity of production is an accurate gauge, 
and it was to that popular demand that the commercial West End theatre 
catered very directly.47 

 

Len Platt has argued that, being contemporary with the “great age of 
imperialism,” popular entertainment such as musical comedy “was a constituent 
part of the legitimization of a huge territorial carve-up,”48 and therefore 
demands attention. Similar opinions can also be found in the discussion of Sax 
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Rohmer’s works, which call for scholarly notice to be given to the political 
messages that underlined these fantasies.49 Thus Inspector Burke’s eagerness to 
learn all things “Chinese” in Limehouse Nights might guide the contemporary 
audience to learn something about the popular taste of almost a century ago. By 
returning to the discussion of Limehouse Nights, the following section aims to 
demonstrate that theatrical representations about China may not be mere 
escapism and instead can be used to interrogate the Victorian legacy from which 
these stories emerged. 

A search for Popular Taste: A detective’s game 

Inspector Burke, not dissimilar to his other fictional Edwardian 
contemporaries, is passionate about Chinese culture and a collector of all things 
Chinese. As he conducts his investigations, Burke establishes an awkward yet 
increasingly intimate relationship with Mita Lee and Lee Chee Kong, and this 
brings him closer to the small Chinese community after he is introduced to the 
Lees’ neighbours, husband and wife Ho Chi Chung and Ho Siu Ching,50 who own a 
laundry shop downstairs. The five of them have a “Chinese” night at Lee’s. 
Inspector Burke’s eagerness to learn more about Chinese people leads him to ask 
Lee for a first-hand experience of Chinese culture. In the end, however, his 
relationships with the Lees and Hos are troubled because of his preconception 
about the Chinese community. 

A closer examination of the dining scene at the Lees provides an example. 
Yeatman uses this scene to question directly what Burke considers to be known 
facts about Chinese culture. For example, Burke learns that the two “shifty-
looking” Chinese men he saw during the Limehouse tour were played by Lee and 
Ho: 

LCK When you were on it, did you see two shifty Chinese men chase 
each other down the street? 

TB Yes. In fact 
LCK That was me and Chi Chung 
TB What really 
 No 
 Why were you 
CC We do it for every tour 
TB Why 
LCK Because they pay us 
TB They pay you 
LCK Every Friday, Chi Chung and I have to wear fake ponytails 
ML It’s ridiculous 
LCK Hide in the laundry then at 6 o’clock we chase each other down the 

street. Looking shifty. 
ML Stupid. Don’t know why they 
CC Ha’penny well earned [sic]51  
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By now, the authentic-looking Limehouse tour is revealed to be a staged version. 
Nothing “more sinister” is happening, as the tour guide had suggested. The men 
did not even have real ponytails. With this twist, the play clearly shows a 
discrepancy between the Chinese workers living in the docklands and the 
“Chinese” characters projected by West End theatre, such as Leon M. Lion’s 
portrayal of Chi-Lung in The Chinese Puzzle. While some Chinese males may still  
 
have kept their queues in 1918, the ponytail “tradition” had in fact been 
gradually phased out after 1895, following China’s defeat during the first Sino-
Japanese War.52 
 

Yet, following the unveiling of the two “shifty” Chinese men, Inspector 
Burke’s interactions with his fellow diners are still dominated by his 
assumptions about the Chinese community. The friendly atmosphere 
immediately sours when Inspector Burke mentions opium: “Well opium’s a 
Chinese habit isn’t it? You shouldn’t be punished for it. It is the same as drinking. 
Don’t you think?”53 The Hos respond to this remark by leaving abruptly, while 
Lee, as the host, tries to explain: 

I don’t want you to think we, we are not what the papers say. [sic] We’re 
not fiends. We are not addicts. There are some, of course, often the sailors, 
they are, they smoke every day and they – but we don’t. Once a week 
maybe. Mita less, Chi Chung never… [sic] 54 

 
While Inspector Burke might just want to be considered a sensitive friend, Ho 
Chi Chong is clearly offended by Burke’s generalisation, retiring from the dinner 
with his wife immediately, leaving the Lees with Burke for the night. Although 
Burke’s patronising attitude is not well received, the night does in fact end with 
opium smoking. As Burke falls asleep afterwards, Mita and Chee Kong’s love 
story is enacted. The audience is introduced to a scene in a Piccadilly music hall 
in 1911, when the couple had their first outing together.55 The first half of the 
play ends with Mita’s first experience of fireworks at the backyard of St Anne’s 
Church in Limehouse, which the couple gaze at admiringly. Although in a small 
production like Limehouse Nights, the use of spectacle was limited, the Victorian 
love of romance, sentiment, and excitement are duly embodied in the first half of 
the play. 
 

The second half of Limehouse Nights reveals more about popular tastes in 
the early 20th century seen from the vantage point of the year 1918. As 
mentioned earlier, the death of Billie Carleton was announced on 29 November, 
at a moment when the three key theatre productions associated with Chinese 
culture were running in London. The curious case of Carleton’s death captured 
much public attention, as seen in detailed reports and speculation found in the 
newspapers. The development of the plot in the second half of the play roughly 
corresponds to what happened following Carleton’s death, in the period of 
November 1918 to April 1919, including witness accounts from friends of 
Carleton, the public inquests, the arrest of Mrs. Ada Song Ping You (the Scottish 
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wife of Lau Ping You), and later the trials of Raoul Reginald De Veulle, who was 
attending the Victory Ball held in Royal Albert Hall with Carleton on the night she 
was last seen alive.56 The public furore generated by the death of Billie Carleton 
might have been less fervent had there not been another recent inquest on a 
similar matter. The Times had news items on 15 and 24 August about “East End 
Opium Dens” that firmly connected Chinese men with illegal opium supplies.57 
The news on 15 August reported a fact about the expulsion of one Chinese man  
 
for managing an opium den in Poplar, located to the east of Limehouse. The item 
on 24 August featured the inquest into the sudden death of William Gibson Jr. 
(possibly caused by opium smoking) as well as into another Chinese man’s 
association with an opium den in Poplar; both helped paint a sensationalist 
picture of the connection between Chinatown and illicit drugs.58 The string of 
reports beginning August 1918 generated a stark contrast between the evil drug 
providers and innocent users, which, in Limehouse Nights, is taken for granted by 
Neville Macready, Burke’s old friend and his superior. Inspector Burke, on the 
other hand, questions this simplistic point of view. 

Through Inspector Burke’s persistent quest, the play attempts to undo the 
typified image of early Chinese immigrants. The uneasy friendship between a 
police officer and immigrants who just want to make a living on a foreign soil is 
incisively enacted onstage. One cannot help but feel for Burke’s perhaps wrongly 
placed sincerity towards these immigrants, particularly when he visits them 
during Christmas time. Meanwhile, prejudice against Chinese immigrants is 
explicitly expressed by Neville Macready, underlining the commonplace mistrust 
towards immigrant communities. The following conversation sums up how the 
image of the Chinese people was constructed as “yellow perils” in stories like Fu 
Manchu: 

NM Shame you didn’t find anything.  
It’s funny, this case. Dead actress, degenerate aristo, Chinese 
master villain. It’s like one of those stories. 

TB Which? 
NM Fu Manchu. It is isn’t it? The elusive evil Chinaman, bringing down 

the country from the inside. Would’ve looked good in the papers, 
story like that. 

TB It would, except it’s not true, so. And the Chinese, it’s more opium 
than cocaine 

NM Fair enough. Fair enough. I’ll leave it up to you. In any case we’re 
going to need someone, foreigner preferably I’d imagine, who gave 
her, sold her, opium, whatever, cocaine. This’ll be all over the 
papers in no time. Need to look like we’re doing our jobs don’t 
we?59  

 
While Inspector Burke tries to persuade Macready that there is insufficient 
evidence to tie the Lees to the sudden death of Ginny Cazanove, Macready 
exclaims: “How can they be innocent, they are Chinese. How can you believe 
anything that comes out of their mouths for God’s sake.”60 With the case being 
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deemed “easy” by the sneering Macready, Burke’s growing compassion towards 
his new acquaintances finally jeopardises both his career and friendship. Despite 
Burke’s effort to help the Lees, they are found guilty with Lee deported 
immediately and Mita sentenced to prison with hard labour. Ironically, the story 
ends with Burke attending the revised San Toy, with Ginny Cazenove’s good 
friend Lotti Marsh in the lead role, a reference that emphatically contrasts the 
difference between “oriental” fun on stage and the social reality faced by Chinese 
immigrants. Overall, the play introduces the audience to the image of Chinese  
 
immigrants presented by the media in the first part, and, following Inspector 
Burke’s perplexed conversations with other characters, the second half confronts 
the received wisdom about Chinese communities and their culture, thus 
questioning the seemingly unavoidable connections between culture, places, and 
communities.  

Inspector Burke’s lines of enquiry also differ from another fictional crime 
investigation popularised in 1918. The Christmas Special Issue for The Illustrated 
London News, published on 2 December, contains “a Complete Oriental Mystery 
Novel by Sax Rohmer, entitled ‘The Golden Scorpion.’”61 In that issue, Sax 
Rohmer is introduced as “Author of ‘The Yellow Claw,’ ‘Dr Fu-Manchu,’ ‘The 
Orchard of Tears,’ etc.,” with a statement directly underneath the title in small 
print informing readers that “all the characters in this story are purely 
imaginary.”62 The story itself is another version of Fu Manchu, but features 
police investigators from both Scotland Yard and Paris. If The Chinese Puzzle and 
Mr. Wu present powerful and dangerous Chinese mandarins who control the fate 
of white women, the evil Chinese scientist depicted by Sax Rohmer in The Golden 
Scorpion poses an even greater danger than Chinese mandarins. The images of 
the Chinese presented in the former are not exactly the prototypical “yellow 
perils” because it is in fact the misdeeds committed by the non-Chinese 
characters in those stage productions that prompt the responses of the 
protagonists. On the other hand, the concept of the “Yellow Peril” in fiction and 
the media, according to Gregor Benson and Edmund Gomez, “grew out of the 
perception of a deadly threat posed to the whites by yellow hordes, who had only 
to ‘walk slowly westwards’ to overwhelm Europe” and should be read along with 
the imperialist campaigns in the late-Victorian era. 63  Looking at reports 
following the Carleton case, it seems that the yellow fiends created by Rohmer 
exerted a greater influence over the general public than the theatrical 
representatives of “oriental fun,” and hence lingered on in popular culture.64  

Limehouse Nights is set in the era when “Oriental” plays or musical 
comedies were in their prime, yet its handling of an inter-racial love story 
departs from its “frivolous” predecessors and the production thus provides a 
critical perspective towards the old genre.65 Inspector Burke’s enthusiasm for 
Chinese people and their culture is analogous not only to the real Burke’s 
proclivity for creating melodramatic stories featuring lower-class Chinese 
workers, but also to the crime investigations, both fictional and actual, that 
attracted so much public attention by the turn of 1919. When the contemporary 
audiences observe Inspector Burke’s fixation with collecting anything putatively 
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“Chinese” and witness his conceptual projection of Chinese culture, they are 
observing a process of evoking the idea of “Chinese people and their culture,” 
which corresponds to what Deleuze and Guattari consider in the creation of 
assemblages: 
 

Assemblages are passional, they are compositions of desire. Desire has 
nothing to do with a natural or spontaneous determination; there is no 
desire but assembling, assembled, desire. The rationality, the efficiency, of 
an assemblage does not exist without the passions the assemblage brings 
into play, without the desires that constitute it as much as it constitutes 
them.66  

 

In Deleuze and Guattari’s conceptualisation, “assemblage” does not merely mean 
the assembling of random materials, it is the way in which heterogeneous 
elements can come together and form a non-centred multiplicity. The analytic 
focus could therefore be shifted from an investigation of pre-given categories to 
a study of the assemblages created as a result of the mixture of cultural 
references and practices in a performance. In other words, the important point 
here is to observe how the coming-together of heterogeneous elements can form 
new assemblages, which have no stable identities and go through continuous 
transformation, as new relations are brought into play. From this perspective, 
the play could be read as an examination of how Inspector Burke perceives what 
he considers “Chinese” via his encounters with various “Chinese” elements. Of 
particular interest to this article, as mentioned earlier, is how contingent 
connections can be made out of the citation of diverse cultural references 
putatively in relation to China, such as those from theatre performances, novels, 
and newspaper reports.  
 

Conclusion 

Kandinsky’s revisiting of Limehouse Chinatown is influenced by early-
20th century popular entertainment and thus provides contemporary audiences 
with new critical perspectives when approaching the era. It also offers us an 
opportunity to explore the historical events surrounding the death of Billie 
Carleton, as well as to engage anew with the emergence of a “Chinese” image out 
of these events. Limehouse Nights can be considered a refraction of manifold 
influences, including fragments from the musical comedy San Toy, literary works 
by Thomas Burke and Sax Rohmer, and the inquest into the death of Carleton. In 
the performance, Inspector Burke’s investigation into the death of the fictional 
Ginny Cazenove interlaces with his curious passion about Chinese people and 
their culture. The audience thus witnesses the coming together of a collective 
assemblage in the course of his pursuit, created out of various “Chinese” 
elements fashioned at the time. The concatenation of all these various elements 
underlines the lasting influence of earlier “Chinese” popular entertainment to 
later developments in theatre as well as to the British public perception of 
Chinese culture at home and abroad. 
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